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With four balaclavas and two black boxes, choreographer Karine Ponties devises 
evocative metaphors of our human nature. Or how to keep smiling when 
everything is a bit too much.  

Le sourire des égarés © Andrea Messana 

Le sourire des égarés [The Wanderers’ Smile], that’s a title that, from the beginning, emanates the 
energy of desperation. The wanderers at hand are four dancers – two men, two women – who seem 
caught in forces beyond them, and who sometimes lose their humanity as they wear a balaclava that 
transforms them into dolls, into dummies. Throughout a dance articulated not around virtuosity but 
strangeness, the French choreographer based in Brussels Karine Ponties has them come out, with 
jack-in-the-box like appearing and disappearing effects, of a monolith in which is inserted a cube. A 
restricted space from which everything starts and where everything finishes, and where all four have 
to fit, just like us on the planet that we have to share among more than 7 billion people.  

Impossible movements, robot-like duos, "mie" poses like in kabuki, a back transformed into a face... 
The atmosphere reminds us first and foremost of Lynch, before it turns, in its second part, to the 
absurd and the clownish, bringing that smile from the title on our faces. Eric Domeneghetty thus 
progressively becomes obese, putting on an almost infinite succession of pants and shirts that Ares 



D’Angelo incessantly hands out to him. Under the endless layers, his movements become more and 
more constrained. Manipulated by the others, he ends up in a box. A metaphor of our existences in 
which abundance makes us sag? In any way, here exudes a perfume of alienation, from the first ray 
to the closing of the light guillotine. Dark, but enlightening. 

Le sourire des égarés, from 22 to 24 February at the Brigittines in Brussels, opening of the In 
Movement festival (from 22 February to 24 March), www.brigittines.be  

Seen at the Théâtre de Liège during the Festival Pays de Danses (until 24 February), 
www.theatredeliege.be  

 


